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1. GENERAL

1.01 With the exception
gap filler radars,

data processing units of

of the long range and
practically all of the
the SAGE system that

are located on-the ground are intercomectid
and exchange informationvia the groundtoground
data system. The data transported over this
systen include messages between direction cen-
ters, messages relating to weapons status and
assignmentandmessaEes to interrogate theheight
finding radars.

2. GROUND TO GROUND DATA SYSTEM

2.o1 The basic characteristics of the data
generated in ground to ground data sys-

tems are as follows:

(a) Information is transmit~d at the rate of
1300 bits per second. These data are ar-

ranged in the form of messages which are ap-
proximately 90 bits long. Messages are sent
at a rate of approximately 15 per second.
Each message contains five data words.

(b) Ground-to-ground data contain the usual
three components; a start or synchroniz-

ing component, a data component and a timing
component. The starting component only indi-
cates the beginning of each message; indica-
tions of the starting points of the words in
the message are not sent.

(c) There is a possibility that successive
messages may have an informational rela-

tion to one another, ho?lever,this not likely
to occur often. Most of the time the messages
will not be related.

(d) The data words have error detection built
in the message structure to the extent

that each word in the message contains an odd
parity check.

2.02 A portion of the messages sent over the
ground to ground systems relate tractions

or processes that are neither progressive nor
repetitive. The message, therefore, does not
contain information that is related to previous
i~formation that has been transmitted in the
past nor willrelated information be transmitted
in the future. (“Past” and “future” as used
here denote time intervals in the order of min-
utes.) Furthermore the action or process to
which the message relates will not be repeated.
These conditions make it imperative that the
message “get throught!~rithouterror if at all

possible, but, failifigin this, that transmis-
sion errors be always detected. To this end
not only does each word of each message have a
parity check applied to it but, in addition,
the whole message is ll~terleaved” to ward

against multiple errors.

2.03 The interleaving technique is shown in
Fig. 1 applied to a mezsEge that consists

of one start bit and fifteen information bits.
The informationis arranged in the form of three
data words each four bits in length. Each word
concludes with a fifth bit that carries the
parity. The incident message is shown at the
top of the illustration - the waveshape is not
drawn but the bits are indicated by letters and
subscripts. Thus 11 is the first bit of word 1

and 12 is the first bit of word 2 and so on.

The parity bits are indicated by “P” and a sub-
script. At the sending end this word is read
into a storage matrix, word 1 first, then word
2 and finally word 3. After “read in” the bits
are arranged in the storage matrixas shown. The
bits are read out vertically to the line trans-
mission gear; the resultant message is shown as
the “incident line message” in the center of
the figure. It will be noted that the message
structire is now such that the words have lost
their identity. At the receiving end of the
circuit the message is read into and out of a
storage matrix again and rest.aredto its
original Stricture.

2.Oh This interleaving technique affords pro-
tection against ndtiple errors thatnd.ght

otherwise not be detected by a simple.parity
check. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which
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the effect of multiple transmission
errors on two identical messages, one of which
has been interleaved before line transmission.
The incident message is shown at the top of
the page; it is composed of three words, each
four bits in length. Each word has its associ-
ated parity bit thus its total length, informa-
tion plus parity, is five bits. The nomencla-
ture used is the same as before, that is, 11 is

the first bit of word 1 and so on. The parity
bits are

bination
for each

2.05 Tt
to

of marks

indicated by PI, P2, and P
3“

A com-

of marks and spaces has been assumed
word as shown.

is assumed that odd parity is applied
each word, therefore, the total number
in each word, including the parity bit

is always an odd number. In word 1, for example,
bits 11 and ~, are marking, as is the parity

bit, s: the t~tal
holds for words 2
are marking. The
in the third line
is on the right.
sumed in the sane

number of marks is 3. This
and 3 although different bits
messageson the line sre shown
down; the interleaved message
A noise burst has been as-
time position in each column,

that is, the third and fourth bits following
the sync pulse. The effect of this noise is
to introduce errors, these two bits which were
formerly spacing have now become marking due to
the noise voltage superimposed
This is showninthe fifth line
are indicated by ‘V.”

on the signal.
where the errors

2.o6 The interleaved message must be read in
and out of storage (“unscrambled”), be-

fore the parity can be checked. After the
!treadOutltit should be noted that the original

two successive errors now appear as single er-
rors in two separate words. An erroneous mark
now appears in the second bit of word 1 and the
first bit of word 3. Application of the parity
check results in a failure of parity for words
1 and 3 since each now has an even number of
marks (4). The pari~ will be verified for
word 2 since this has an odd number of
marks (3).

2.07 Application of the parity check to the
message on the left, however, which is

not titerleaved, does not pick up the errors.
Both errors are in word 1 and the net result
is that this word has erroneous marks (2nd
and 3rd bits), but the total number of marks in
it is still odd. The p- will, therefore,
be verified and the erroneous word passed to
the data using apparatus.

2.o8 This interleaving technique increases the
efficiency of the simple parity check

enormously since by it (in the example shown),
successive errors up to three in number will be
detected. A penalty is incurred, however, in
that more of the message is lost in thepresence
of errors when the message is interleaved.
Thus in Fig. 2 only one word is wrong in the
straight transmission while two words are lost
in the interleaved method. This is distinctly
a secondary consideration in ground-to-ground
data systems, however, since here accuracy con-
siderations are paramount.
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Incident Message

S 1, 2, 31 4+ ~ 42 Z23242P2+3 2~3343F’~

Word i Word 2 Word 3

\

\T

i

Reed In to Storoge

Transmitting Storage

Direction of Reed In

Sequence of Reed Out

II 2/ 31 4] 5/

Read out to Line

{4 i2 {3 2f 22 23 34 32 33 4{ 42 43 P4 P2 P3

Incident Line Message\
+

/

Line Transmission

,/
Received Line Message

\
,,

4, {2 43 2, 22 23 34 32 33 44 42 43 P~ P2 P~

-ReOdOu’ ‘~

Word I Word 2

S i, 2{ 3, 4, p, i2223~42 P2

Received Message

Word 3
(n

13 233343P3

Read In to Storage

4[ 2/ 3[ 41 51

Sequence of Read In
b

4, 24 3, 4, q

42 223242 P2

13 233343 P3

Receivinq Storage

Fig. 1 - Interleaving Technique

Direction of Read Ou-t
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I 3 marks I 3marks I 3marks I I 3 marks I 3 marks I 3 marks I

S1234Pi234Pi 234P Incident Messageif{ii 2222233 333
Si234Pi234Pi 234Piiiii 2222233 333

lnterleaved~ S i{iz:i32{22233{3z334i4243~ P2p!

S4234P1234P 1234P4{44 {2222233 333 On the Ltne S i,i2i32,22233{32334,4243R 1’2~

J

Noise Burst

TIT After “Read Out”-s Ii 2{3{4{ F’i lz2z3z4zf’z ~3z33343p3

I I I
Verified Verified Verified

I 3 marks
I

4 marks I 4 marks

Parity Check Verified Fail Fail
I

(Discard) (Discard)

+ t +

Data Use H_lzl

i, 2,3,4, {2223242 i3233s4s
(Parity Bit

Removed) i,2,3{+

Fig. 2 - Error Detection
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